
Appendix H – Public and trade comments on emission standards 

Question - Please indicate the type of vehicles you think any new licences should be issued 

to in terms of emission standards should the Council decide to issue new licences:- 

(link to trade comments within this document) 

Public Comments 

I think both should be ok, Electric and low emission but the driver should be able to 
decides what he can by and effort 

Any  

Any vehicle  

I don't think the council should stipulate anything to taxi firms other than around safety.  
Electric vehicles have a HUGE footprint and the sourcing of materials linked to horrendous 
working conditions.  Theyre unreliable and access to charging points msy not be reafily 
available to all. No way should the council be forcing taxi drivers to buy EVs.  

Don’t apply emissions standards 

What drivers and public are happy with 

Any car 

Don't matter  

Think the co2 emissions of build and lifetime  should be taken in  to concentrate.  
Currently  their is evidence  to suggest an ev produces more co2 than a fossil  fuel vehicle 
and it would take 400,000 miles for an ev to brake even with a gas vehicle on co2. Hybrids 
are probably  the best balance for now in my opinion  

I am more concerned with being clearly badged as a hackney carriage, being a shape that I 
can get in and out of easily with my luggage and being safe to drive around the city in that 
what emmissions standards the vehicle meets. 

Let taxi drivers decide what they want to drive.  Why is government/ Council getting 
involved? 

Can't hear a car it is very dangerous and they drive like in a fayreground on a dogem. Too 
many idiots whizzing around in silent cars who have lost-the-plot. Also problems charging 
cars now, let alone in the future, so for disabled could be left writing or stranded!!  

None  

All 

Any type of fuel  

All vehicles 

this is not the time in the economy to be making earning a living more difficult 

I don’t think there should be more licences issues due to the amount of taxis already in 
the city  

Shouldn’t be issued  

None 

 

Trade Comments 

None 

No others needed if you amalgamate Cardiff licenced Hackney and private hire because that would 
be more than enough to meet demand.  



None at all  

None 

No new licences are needed if we have standardisation for Cardiff plated taxis.  

NONE 

None at all there is too many taxi on the road 

None 

None 

All vehicles  

Euro 6 should be made mandatory for all existing licenses 

 N/a 

Don't need more taxis on the road 

 


